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Always There When You Need It  There's nothing more frustrating for a Storyteller than having to

find that one rule during a game and not being able to find it. Well, maybe needing to use a

Discipline and not having enough blood. However, now everything you need is in one place.  All

You Need at Your Fingertips  White Wolf introduces this useful reference tool for Storytellers. The

screen is made from the same durable stock as our hardcovers, with the same thickness, and

displays all the necessary rules and charts for easy reference during game sessions.
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Maybe it's just me, but I haven't had to purchase a Storyteller's screen in a long while, and this met

and exceeded my expectations. Was expecting a thin cardboard foldable that would hide my

secrets. What I got was four segments of the same material that's used on the book itself. This

material feels thick and sturdy, and will last as long as you need it to.Haven't been able to test the

usefullness of the content inside, still convincing my gamers to make the move from V:tM to V:tR,

but it looks like the standards I'd be looking up.The only thing preventing this from getting a 5 is the

outer artwork, the screen is the deep red you'd expect from the book, and features the same glossy

rose petals you'd see on mentioned book. There are however small, I want to say 4 in x 2 in,

pictures along the bottom that distract from the subtleness of the screen.A screen well worth the

purchase, and one you'll be sure to use for a long time to come.



I've just started a new campaign for V:tR recently and my biggest problem has been the players

knowing what is comming up next for them to deal with because they eventully see the notes of the

sharaters they would be fighting from across the table, not only do I have small handwriting, but a

big table. So I started using empty binders but that was more of a hassell because I don't have all

the roles memorized. Then a friend (not a member of the group) gave this to me and I fell in love

with it. It has almost everything that a storyteller needs for his characters that are in the requiem, it is

made out of nice sturdy material, and it looks really cool. The only thing that it missees is the

diciplines dice rolls, which can be rolled frequently in some game sessions, espcially if a charter has

auspex. Other than that It is a great thing to have, and if it wasn't given to me I would go buy one

immideatly

As a storyteller, anything that allows me to put my book down and play a game without ever having

to reference it at the table has my vote. These new screens are filled with necessary information

and really make life a lot easier. There is no storytelleg guide with these new books, but you really

don't need one with these screens. Plus they are very sturdy and pretty to look at. For storytellers,

this is a must.

The storyteller screen provides frequently-used WoD and Vampire-specific systems, and provides a

good-looking barrier behind which you can roll dice for NPCs and reference your material without

players peeking.

This thing is absolutely beautiful
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